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Abstract: The economy is a complex system, and the interactions between different agents are still
not easy to quickly see-through. This complexity should reflect in a spatial dimension; in this way,
tracking the tradeoffs opens a new window to the nexus of place and flow. Due to the fact, the
economic systems often go through transitions and end up in another state, and this evolution is
embedded in cities as the new motor of paradigm shift. To adequately represent and study these
dynamics, we aim to develop an integrated method based on network analysis science and
geographic economy synthesis to detect a multiscale navigator to track the transition from regional
to the local level. This paper seeks to explore the specialization of regional clusters and their
innovative behaviour in a particular lagging region, hence unfolding the innovation ecosystem to
the smallest granularity then simulating the emergence phase of this complex system. First, our
findings reveal that the local scale is relevant to start a bottom-up planning approach on policy
implementation. Second, the global challenges could be addressed on a regional scale if we
investigate the local complexity to unfold the innovation flow over its complex ecosystem and lead
the knowledge as a critical element for inclusive transition, most probably into cities. Finally, the
innovation network is an existing fact which can translate as a host for prosperity; In this line of
reasoning, we intend to spatialize the track of the innovation flow to achieve transition hotspots and
respond adequately to upcoming world concerns.
Keywords: spatial analysis; innovation flows; urban transition; inclusive; clusters; lagging regions;
network analysis, data city.

1. Introduction
The economy is a system of individuals and enterprises, bound together in markets,
policies, laws, public services, and regulations[1,2]. As the scale of the world economy
continues to grow, the system is getting much more complex. In the last decade, studies
on economic complexity ensued the interdependences between the level of income
dictated by the complexity of their productive structures and sustained growth, indicating
that development efforts should focus on generating the conditions that would allow complexity to
emerge in order to generate growth and prosperity [3]. The economic complexity theory and
methods have been acquiring interest within a broader perspective on the global system
whilst the sustainability and social inequalities cast light on the uncertainties for the
future[4–7] .
These complex systems contain unexpected properties and often respond in a nonlinear way to shocks or changes[2]. The systems should self-organize, learn, and adapt to
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shocks to absorb this complexity towards new sustainable trajectories [4], in other words,
being “resilient” [1,5–7] . In this paper, we argue that to achieve sustainability and
resilience, the system can no longer be “locked into” a particular trajectory of economic
development [8,9]. Hence, it is argued that new technological pathways that deviate from
past practices and attempt to deploy new technologies should be implemented [2]. The
urgency of environmental sustainability [10] and the need for reductions in greenhouse
gas emissions (GHG) became encapsulated into the Paris convention (accelerated recently
by the 26th UN Climate Change Conference of the Parties in Glasgow) with commitments
of the EU, member states as well as many local authorities. Such commitments went well
beyond obligations in carrying out excellent research but now comprise also
transformative innovations for so-called “systemic transitions” including also nontechnological driven innovation, diffusion, experimentation, regulation, new business
models, behavioural changes, etc. It was encapsulated in the concept of “missions” and
the notion of mission-oriented innovation policy [11,12]. Prosperous cities have led much
of the growth of Europe over the last decade [13] and prosperous cities tend to have many
advantages in responding to climate change. Cities are responsible for two thirds of global
energy consumption and also generate some 70% of GHG emissions [14,15]. Indeed,
Heating and air conditioning systems in buildings today alone contribute about 7% of
global emissions [16]. However, cities are also critical to finding potential solutions to the
current environmental challenges [13,14]. The fact that Europe is so urbanized, with the
whole EU population living in less than 5% of the total European land area, means that
that urban focused policy actions and interventions intended to foster sustainable growth
can potentially reach a large share of the EU economy and population by being targeted
over relatively very small geographical areas. The combination of city-level decisionmaking, local stakeholder engagement and dense populations means that these types of
settings can provide ideal testbeds where new innovations aimed at enhancing
sustainable growth and inclusive growth can be piloted [14].
Local Systems of Innovation have not been the focus of academic studies for long
time, even it is widely recognised that the transition starts and happens at local level
[15,17,18]. As cities try to push long term strategies and accelerate their pursuit of
participatory processes to define recovery plans [19,20], strengthening and extending the
access to digital equipment becomes a crucial feature of recovery and resilience [15,21].
Do et al. (2018) argue that institutions need innovation to improve their production and
service delivery to attain superior performance for dealing with turbulence in the external
environment [22,23]. Zivlak et al. argue that digital services based on big data analysis are
highly used in high growth manufacturing firms [24]. These authors further claim that
digital services would trigger manufacturing firms to enhance their servitization process
and increase their competitiveness and performance [25,26]. However, the digital divide
makes people and places are unequal regarding teleworking and many cities have been
initially providing measures to reduce the gap [27,28]. During the pandemic,
digitalization in the emergency has pushed many cities to systematize the use of smart
city tools more permanently [27]. These tools and the changes in habits they entailed will
remain a permanent component of cities’ recovery phase and increased preparedness for
any future shocks [28].
Recent studies are concentrated on evaluating the ability of a geographical system,
mostly regionally, to absorb the complexity inherent in the ecological transition or the
advanced technological capacity that we can define as green [1,2,29–32]. However, the
development of sustainable technological change claims for different dimensions of
challenges [33], which are correlated to the context concerning the innovation ecosystem’s
level of preparedness [34] . These conditions, in turn, reflects the inclusive character that
sustainable transition requires to avoid the drawbacks of new capitalism based on green
economic growth [35] that can increase inequalities and exclusion [36]. The paper
proposes a different interpretation of the context starting from territorial units close to the
urban dimension to identify the interconnection network as a generator of innovation
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flows to be strengthened with a view to sustainable transition. The case study is a
European region with long-lasting structural issues of development and growth. The
cluster-based analysis is adopted to spatialize economic cluster at local level. Since each
firm has interactions composed of people, materials, freight, and information [37],
networking analysis would help understand the structure of all industries and the
interplay between all relevant parts [38,39]. As a consequence of that, in recent years,
scholars tend to carry out economic investigations employing network science [40–44].
Based on this premise, we focus on economic networks at local level to investigate how
the interconnections inside each cluster can display a path for transition. Starting from
cluster spatialization at local level, we use the economic spatial network analysis
technique to examine how the structure of interaction in regions' sectors is ready to absorb
the complexity for technological change. Then in line with the cross sectorial perspective
we investigate the whole system benefiting a novel inverse adjacency matrix to take an
overall picture from regions’ network as a complex system to understand Which sectors
in this innovation ecosystem are ready to play the global role to respond to international
megatrends?
The paper is articulated as follows. First, we start with economic networks and
cluster theories. In this way, the history behind network studies, network analysis and
problem-solving by networks approach will be considered. Then two perspectives of
"space of place" and "space of flow" will be introduced as the root for spatial studies.
Connecting mentioned concepts help ease of reasoning on spatial economic network
necessity as a tool for measuring complex issues at the urban level. After forming the
theoretical framework for a novel networking analysis tool, we will detail the complexity
and the innovation ecosystem to take a close look at a new window to economic growth
opportunity.
Next, the methodology behind this paper will be presented in a section. We will
precisely explain the spatial unit of study, the approach of proximity between spatial units
benefiting knowledge flow and applying this study in an Italian southern region Calabria
well elaborated. To analysis the case, we investigate data in three interconnected layers.
First, we look at the case under the lens of a particular cluster to see if there is a meaningful
pattern for couplings. Lastly, in this chapter, we check the system results in diversification;
so-called emerging industries will be demonstrated in a multi-mode network.
We believe the investigation results could be considered initial steps for a pioneer
data-driven place-based structural analysis model. We report results as images (graphs),
and we call for contribution to elaborate this tool for a brighter future. The paper finishes
with a reasonable conclusion about the possible next steps on statistical analysis
application, urban network formation, enriching futuristic data for decision-makers to
implement inclusive policies in line with the digital and ecological transition.
2. Overview of economic network and Cluster theory
Economic networks are a particular form of social network [45] . However, financial
networks' history started to shape more than half a decade after studying social networks
back in the 1920s [38,46–48]. Perhaps it is no coincidence that the increased interest in
economic networks in recent years corresponds to the emergence of computational social
sciences as an appreciation of phenomena outside the natural sciences [48–50].
Emmert-Streib et al. claimed economic networks are based on how their nodes are
defined [38]. Nodes in network theory represent the elements of a system; in this way,
connection (links) means the interrelatedness of each part and the system itself can
illustrate as a Network, this system can form a simple monolayer connection or in
economic networks as an example due to high degree of nodes connectivity [49].
Networks have been an essential tool for understanding regional economics and economic
geography [50]. In the economic geography debate, there was a question of which is more
relevant for the competitiveness of firms, the places, or the networks [51].
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The concepts of "space of places" and "space of flows" are both crucial when it comes
to cluster analysis [52]. The idea of 'space of places' expresses that location matters for
learning and innovation [53]. In addition to this, the concept of 'space of flows' highlights
the role of networks as the necessary form for transferring and diffusing knowledge [54].
Therefore, it is necessary to underpin and visualize the network of firms in traded clusters,
then contextualize the flow to investigate the location's role to create the whole ecosystem.
The cluster literature claimed that regions are drivers of innovation and economic development [39]. Firms in groups benefit automatically from knowledge externalities that are
in the air [55]. This is because tacit knowledge moves easier across short distances, and
shared institutions at the cluster level facilitate the effective transfer of knowledge [56].
These interactions between different actors or sectors in the market differ from one place
to another [57]. Regions have become increasingly important at the economic and political
levels in the past 30 years, reflected in the European Union and regional trade agreements
[58]. Regions, like firms, need to innovate to remain competitive and, therefore, thrive [59].
Hence, our focus in this paper is on a Southern Italian region, the Calabria region.
As stated earlier, the enriching complexity of a system leads it to a more adaptive
and creative status. in this way, the application of new technologies is considered a path
to any regional economic development. Moreover, innovation is crucial to enriching
productivity, and higher productivity is linked with innovation [60]. Thus, tracking innovation structure (network of flow) is a key to absorbing the complexity. Therefore, the
intra-regional spatial dimension is relevant. Although a knowledge-based economy helps
sustain economic growth and boost competitiveness [61], regions need to foster a creative,
fast, and flexible system to move towards an innovation-driven economy [62]. The characteristics of this innovation-based competitiveness should be creative in generating new
feasible ideas, fast in getting these new ideas to market, and flexible in adjusting to market
circumstances [63]. Competitiveness is affected by the geographic location through the
impacts on productivity and productivity growth [64]. For a reason that location proximity establishes intimate interaction with nearby firms and research institutions and creates
unique access to other aspects of the business environment [65]. This highlights the crucial
role of spaces, the operation of multi-scalar processes, and the spatial politics of transition.
In 1990, Porter introduced the concept of clusters as groups of interconnected firms, suppliers, related industries, and specialized institutions in particular fields present in specific
locations [66]. Porter summarized that clusters have a broad impact on competition. It
helps increase firms' productivity based in the cluster through driving innovation and its
pace, which reinforces productivity growth.
Moreover, it stimulates new business, which expands and empowers the cluster [64].
The economic relationships that emerge within clusters create a competitive advantage
for the firms in a particulate region [67]. Then this advantage becomes a temptation for
investors and suppliers of those industries to develop or relocate to that region [68]. Therefore, developing industrial clusters has become critical to regional and economic development planning, strategies, and policies [69]. An increasing number of regions worldwide
have modified their economic development strategies to focus more on and capitalize on
industrial clusters where they wish to have a competitive advantage [70]. There are 67
clusters, and they are divided into two categories; "traded" and "local" clusters, 51 and 16
clusters, respectively [71]. This paper focuses on the 51 traded clusters, their performance,
and relationships within the case study region. Another study that is carried out in this
article is the so-called "emerging industries". They are defined on their Cross-sectoral
structure as presumed emerging industries built on traded industries (cluster sectors).
They can be understood as either new industrial sectors – as emergence - or existing industrial sectors that are evolving or merging into new industries [72]. Emerging industries
often have high growth rates and further market potential, essential to future competitiveness and prosperity [73]. We can say that they are cross-border and cross-sectoral clusters. Here comes an essential role for networking. It would help understand how the
emerging industries were defined and their cross-sectoral linkages (see Figure 5).
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We formed innovation network, considering economic sectors within a cluster in a
specific territory as nodes in first phase. Employees, as physical carriers, and enterprises
as a hub in a specific territory prompt the transfer of knowledge, wealth, workforce, and
opportunities within a region. Therefore, we aim to identify the flow of knowledge and
innovation in a broader sense by taking either the number of employees who participate
in the same group of economic sectors (cluster) or establishments in the same cluster as a
proxy for spatial interaction (drawing the links). This article uses the so-called Labor Market Areas (LMAs) (Figure 1) as the spatial unit and the intra-regional development unit of
analysis. To be more clear about LMAs, they are based on a territorial unit whose boundaries, regardless of the administrative organization of the territory, are determined using
the flows of daily home/work trips (commuting) [74]. Therefore, the population’s social
and economic relationships and home/work trips are used to identify the borders of 45
LMAs.

Figure 1. Calabria Region Labour Market Areas (LMAs) source: http://osservatoriosviluppolocale.regione.calabria.it/web/sll-calabria-aggiornamento-2021/

In a nutshell, in one hand, the new paradigm for the global economy is required to
have relied on the urban economy. On the other hand, digital and the ecological transition
is the promising approach towards a sustainable post-carbon future by helping to reduce
the gap between the left behind and pioneer regions [75]. The technology-driven system
allows the lagging areas to remain competitive in the marketplace while being clean
[76,77]. In order to understand the methods and trajectory of these lagging regions, we
investigate a new instrument to highlight local (urban level) potentials. Adding spatial
network analysis can "absorb" the complexity by understanding the interactions in the
regional systems and economic clusters.
Furthermore, it reveals a spatial dimension's accurate and complete structure for the
innovation network to track the knowledge flow. From this point of view, we believe that
the network analysis method could be a tool to measure a local system's resilience capacity. At the same time, a new perspective for predictive knowledge flows rate modelling.
Additionally, through dynamic studies of spatial networks, we will better understand the
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evolution of networks across time and space, translating to the cross-sectorial nature of
Emerging Industries.
3. Methodology
We have considered Knowledge Diffusion Structure as the center point of this research, as a deep source for the shifting dynamics from supply-demand carbon to provide
and support services [78]. Porter claims that today's local clusters are typical because competitive advantages increasingly lie in local things, such as knowledge, relationships, motivation, enabling continuous innovation [79]. The local pool of knowledge regarding a
local labour market of experts and skilled labour is significant [64]. In the period of
knowledge categorization, we can claim that knowledge is easier to understand than diffuse. Thus, tacit knowledge may be foreknowledge of undiscovered things and their implications, for example, in science [80]. Knowledge is thus easier to diffuse within a community made up of agents who can read the codes (the language) [81], but, in general, it
is cheaper to transfer codified knowledge than tacit knowledge [81]. As we know, the
community is interchangeably used by social scientists as the term network as an alternative to traditional conceptions of the community as locally bounded [82]. As long as we
discovered there is no concrete definition for the knowledge economy, as mentioned earlier, it could play a critical role for territories to learn their economic potentials, relied on
the "knowledge economies are not defined in terms of their use of scientific and technological
knowledge (…). Rather, they are characterized by exploiting new knowledge to create more new
knowledge" [83]. The mentioned statement demonstrates the fact of complexity, and a complex system is the source of exponential growth for its property. In other words, we can
claim knowledge is easier to create and diffuse in a complex ecosystem; thus, the productivity of a territory (Local) in this paper is firmly correlated to the level of complexity of
the economic network.
The experimental research method first forms the local innovation network based on
the Porter cluster-based analysis algorithm. Then by introducing labour (employees) commuting to work/home in the same cluster as a proxy of the tacit/codified knowledge transfer emphasis on the unnegotiable dimension of the local units by connecting the nodes in
the first level. The second stage is to contextualize the nodes based on their geographical
coordination to create a georeferenced model (see Figure 4) having nodes assigned with
two properties form a multiplex network formation. Finally, the nodes will connect as a
proxy to an interaction (transferring knowledge in this paper). In the next chapter, we will
detail the possible connection scenarios and the network structure due to the research
perspective.
In essence, this paper performs a thorough sequential analysis of the Economic Network of Calabria as a case study to reveal its undiscovered complexity. Social Network
Analysis (SNA) is both a theoretical perspective on how the interactions of individual autonomous actors form the social structures of a community and a set of analytical tools to
analyze those interactions and social systems as networks of nodes (actors) and ties (relationships). Some earlier scholars questioned the claim that SNA represents a distinct body
of theory [84,85]. There are many different coherent definitions elaborated by [85], but the
gap in this theory is the analytic application. To go more in detail, SNA is customarily
applied to the so-called Newman [86] definition of four' loose categories' from those technological networks that will be considered for this research. This approach focuses on the
structure and possible connections to form a graph to ease mathematical modelling and
possible algorithms for network measuring. What makes SNA suitable for innovation investigation is rigorously perspective to the interaction and complexity of the system [87].
Networks may be modelled using dots or "nodes" to represent actors in the web and
lines between the dots to define the relationships or "ties" between actors. Actor attributes
are associated with the nodes, and the complete set of actor attributes is the network composition [82]. The pattern of all the ties between actors in the network structure [84]. In
this structure, we are encouraged to investigate the flow, and historically the flow model
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is based on a pathway and the thing which transfer between a node to be more evident in
this research; we are tracking the knowledge (knowledge flow) between the LMA and
local business to demonstrate an appropriate form of local potentials in global calls for
digital and ecological transition.
3.1. Forming Spatial Economic Networking Analysis (SENA)
The reasoning in this research follows Porter efforts on the Cluster mapping project
[88], which uses Cluster-Based analysis and recent European Panorama of Clusters and
Industrial Change [72] to investigate the economic structure of a local area. Thus, we aim
to demonstrate a novel classification model for the innovation structure of a region. Following this aim, we try to map the network in local dimensions, and the expected result
would be the critical nodes both in the Economic layer and local dimension. To generalize
our tool, we consider the cluster mapping methodology as a comparable defragmenter
strategy where we can claim each single "Cluster" of this structure could be set side by
side to the same one in another territory in this way. There are opportunities for applying
the following levels of this methodology to compare regions or even possible ranking tables. To describe more in detail in this strategy, the economic sectors are grouped based
on the algorithm as mentioned earlier to construct the traded (export) clusters which for
us hereafter named proxy of "innovation", then, these nodes will be considered as a hinge
between LMAs where the labour (the transformers of knowledge) commute and sharing
those in the same time (a temporal unit such as a specific year) hereafter we call this proximity as temporal proximity in the innovation network. In short, two (or more) LMAs are
connected when they share the labour force inside a so-called cluster in a specific sector
(4 digits) in the same year. The proposed tool, Spatial Economic Networking Analysis
(SENA), is compound by the networking structure for analyzing the system's complexity
as an a-dimensional model to capture the spreading nature of the innovation. The socalled graph consists of nodes (2 modes) of LMA as spatial dimension and sectors of a
cluster (4 digits) as the bridge to the economic structure of the same territory. The next
step is grouping sectors and forming a distribution layer of the named cluster in a specific
year. Aforementioned leads to the following:
1. Spatiotemporal analysis: Network of all clusters of a region
This model is a vast panel data analysis form suggested in this research; to create this, we
conduct a three-fold investigation in the same spatial dimension. At first glance, sectors
are fragmented and act solely in the territorial unit (maximum granulite of network components). The LMA are connected if they share labour who commute for having served in
a sector simultaneously. In this definition, the nodes and the connections (the strength
and degrees) have the potential to sort and classify. To compare the actual classification
with the standard clustering algorithm (Porter), we run the simulator, where the larger
the number of overlaps, the better-shaped network to transfer the innovation. In other
words, when the network forms the same cluster patterns (coupling the same group of
economic sectors together) based on the referenced list (51 Clusters table) in iterations (500
turns), we evaluated this as the high probability of innovation network formation in the
region. Then, we applied the time as dynamic criteria of the system to check whether the
nodes tend to form spatial clusters? It means if the same pattern of nodes connection is
remaining steady in 7 successive years. From this perspective to the proposed network,
one could confidently define system failures such as hemophilia (coupling to the same
sort of nodes in different layers based on a unique connection characteristic [89]), isolations, locked-in, and other structural bugs of the network. (See Figure 4) At the final stage,
this analysis could identify the most influencing cluster of the territory that we will explain later.
2. Intra-cluster analysis: Investigate specific cluster over local units
This dynamic study can demonstrate the significance of a node (either spatial unit or economic sector) inside a cluster, this type of analysis could simulate the network in a way to
experience a shock facing the selected local area and track the cluster behaviour and its
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components via scoring general distribution of specific innovation network over the region benefiting from time sequences. This model is proposed to check a region's innovation network considering the most potent/weakest sector(s)/spatial nodes of a region. In
this experience, the unique identity of the cluster and its contribution to the LMAs are
examined, then, as mentioned earlier, by highlighting the centerpiece, the potential for
opening new windows for robustification [90] of the structure can be implemented. The
next step for this exploration will be a selection method for sectors or LMAs ready to
emerge to be considered nodes for emerging industries.
3. Emerging industries : Cross-Sectorial selection of the nodes due to the emergence
theory [91]
This level for sorting sectors is highly dependent on a novel perspective to the interconnection between economic sectors of territory and complex system theory [92]. To capture
this level of complexity, the model investigates the two mentioned stages simultaneity;
then, by suggesting the best choices, we can examine the model accuracy with the actual
trained sorted list of so-called Emerging Industries. The higher overlapping concerning
the complete possible network, the more accurate the model is. Emerging industries are a
possible futuristic contribution of this method to the innovation structure. One can evaluate this method to claim these industries as a response to global megatrends where the
novel economic structure is struggling within the transitional phase. In other words, since
the future shocks are yet to encounter, their response is structural. Thus, the most flexible,
pioneer, and cross-sectoral economic structure formation could be considered a response.
It is essential to mention that we are aware that the local identity, historical background,
and entrepreneurship process could bias the model results. However, this first step is only
a novel perspective and yet calls for elaboration.
3.2. Case Study: SENA of Calabria Region
Forming a data frame is an essential stage to conduct this experiment. To respond to
this requirement, we extract the economic data (Number of enterprises and labour force
in those enterprises) from The Italian National Institute of Statistics (ISTAT); To be more
precise and follow the research line of reasoning, first, we aggregate the city level data to
LMAs based on the geographic distribution of them over the Calabria region. In this way,
44 LMAs are created, named, and placed as the vertical axis of the data frame. Next, Cluster’s data is aggregated based on the LMAs. Both the number of enterprises and the number of employees are taken into consideration for each period; in this way, the horizontal
axis of the data frame is formed. Finally, the data frame for the first year (2012) of 51 clusters (Porter methodology) is elaborated. This data frame demonstrates the local level data
over the 2012–2018-time span annually (Table 1).
Table 1. This is a table. Tables should be placed in the main text near to the first time they are
cited.

ISTAT (National
Census Bureau)
Municipality
(NUT 3)
Region (NUT 2)
Italia (NUT 1)

Elaboration

Data Source

Territori
al Unit

Observati
on period

Cluster

N°
Establish
mnts

N°
Employees

LMA –
45
(Clabria
Region)

2012-2018

NACE 4 digit
aggregation
based on
Traded Cluster
and Emerging
Industries

NACE 4
digit per
cluster and
LMA

NACE 4
digit per
cluster and
LMA

The next step is data preparation for spatial networking analysis. This level consists of
extreme detection, data validation and data frame transfer to create an adjacency matrix.
(Table 2).
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Table 2. LMA and Sectors Adjacency Matrix.

Sectors
510
610
620
.
.
.
9329

1801

1802

.

.

.

1845(5555)

1
1
1
.
.
.
0

1
1
1
.
.
.
0

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

1
1
1
.
.
.
1

The real adjacency matrix's inverse (full rank transpose) matrix is illustrated. Due to the multisector nature of the region, the structure is sparse. There are (384*45) 17280 records among them less
than 20 per cent non-zero pairs found (Figure 2). The weight (redundancy) for those paired connections is above the local (same cluster) average, which could interpret as a few nodes playing
significant roles in the global (all clusters) network.

Figure 2. Connection Probability chart of Inverse Network (Calabria Region)

To develop a comprehensive network, we checked all anomalies and extremes of the
report. To some extent, data was precise, but some cities belonged to overlapped LMA or
sudden shutdown of an industry in a specific year and reopening in further years where
the issues are required special attention and avoid relying solely upon automatic algorithm development. To elaborate the matrix, two forms of connection are taken into consideration; on the one hand, we investigate whether those nodes are connected into a network and then evaluate the network total size (total of vertex pairs) [93] and on the other
hand figuring the connection weight, node diameter and classic networking analysis attribution such as centrality, degree and etc. [40]. We decided to do both. However, the
permutation adjacency matrix could be considered as big data due to more than 17000
observations. However, thanks to the nature of the binary analysis, the Software (Gephi™)
[94] did handle them in a reasonable time. To enumerate the weights of connection, we
made good the reported number of employees and enterprises and replicated the connections and the node diameter based on mentioned numbers, respectively.
To import the Matrix in the software, we considered the numbers (matrix digits) as a
string data due to the average commuter from LMA X to Sector Y, these numbers are flows
by one decimal. The connections are considered undirect since the relationship between
two nodes are considered as coincident in conceptual spatiotemporal system and has no
priority whatsoever. After importing the data, a year (2013) due to random selection by
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automatic bot of Python™ taking into consideration for cluster selection we select purposefully Education sectors to demonstrate the knowledge infrastructure of the context.
To form an interpreted, visualized, and robust structure, the following algorithms are conducted. Force Atlas 2 [95] is a force-directed layout: it simulates a physical system to specialize a network. Nodes repulse each other like charged particles, while edges attract
their nodes, like springs. These forces create a movement that converges to a balanced
state. This final configuration is expected to help the interpretation of the data[95]. The
Fruchterman-Reingold [96] layout works well for many large social networks, though it
may require some adjustment. It is an example of a force-directed algorithm that uses an
analogy of physical springs as edges that attract connected vertices and a competing repulsive force that pushes all vertices away from one another, whether connected. It typically results in relatively similar edges in length, though the size of advantages has no
specific meaning in most network visualizations. The algorithm uses an iterative process
to adjust the placement of the vertices to minimize the “energy” of the system. Due to
iterative nature of this layout, it runs repeatedly, each time incrementally changing the
position of each vertex based on the last part. Then to connect LMAs nodes to their geographic position, the Geo layout algorithm applied. The nodes are partitioned by their
relative degree (number of connections), the connectivity investigated and demonstrated
by the line weight and the economic sectors and LMAs are divided by the color.
At the final step, the network diameter as a general characteristic of the graph [97],
the average degree of the nodes as the level of beneficiation of in innovation network [98]
and bridging centrality (BNC) [98] are calculated and stored in an elaborated data frame.
Over next chapter we will go more in detail about the particular findings in the complex
network elaborated based on abovementioned data frame.
4. Results and discussion
In this chapter, we present the regions’ innovation network results from 3 perspectives. First, the outcome of the investigation on Calabria as a single territorial dimension
will be explained; in this view, we look over the spatiotemporal level of the network to
capture the complexity of innovation network in terms of which economic sectors are influencing the technological change and in an inclusive term how the region’s structure is
prepared to absorb the complexity? (Figure 3)
Next, the education cluster, as an example in this case study, has been illustrated to
highlight hubs [99], weak points [100] topologies mentioned earlier. This type of analysis
helps us find the possible path for transition inside a single network (See Figure 4). Lastly,
in the final subchapter, we will focus on the emerging industry as the future forecast of
the research, which is the contribution of the complex network of each region to the global
megatrends. In this way, the future forecasting nature of the network formation will be
addressed (Figure 5).
4.1. SENA Calabria region Innovation Network
To see the phenomena from a different perspective, we generate a new network
model (See Figure 3), importing all Clusters (51) existing in the Calabria and crossing them
to temporal proximity as mentioned earlier in methodology. In this experiment, the green
nodes (the cluster) size is proportional to the proximity established with LMA(s), where
the line weight advocates the number of employees is sharing simultaneously. As expected, although the central city engines (Cosenza and Reggio Calabria) are engaged
where this model highlights other medium-size cities playing fairly positive roles. The
disparity (North-South) is no more vivid; hence, the Lamezia Terme, Catanzaro, Vibo Valentia, Crotone and Castrovillari established reliable connections to the region's main active clusters, respectively. Clusters are not evenly facilitated due to local resources, scarcities and possible knowledge miss diffusion, However, as a national habit the business
and Hospitality are among the top 5 influencing clusters of Calabria, but it is essential to
name "Distribution and electronic commerce" as a well-functioning economic potential of
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the territory. Due to the territorial resource in the Blue Economy, the time series (Dynamic) networking analysis on the "Food production" cluster is highly recommended for
future studies as underlying by European union on the new studies on the emerging industries along with maritime ecological, logistics and food supplies as blue growth. As
mentioned earlier, although Hospitality is historically forming among the best industries
in Italy and Calabria as the province, it is a large gap between the essential potentials of
the region and the degree of betweenness (contribution to innovation network) of Hospitality and tourism as a cluster of services. This lag can be described in the digitalization
phase, where the accommodation, advertisement and quality auditing services are radically changed.
Figure 3. SENA network of 8 clusters in Calabria in 2018. Pink nodes = LMAs, and green nodes =
clusters. The size of LMA node reflects the total no. of units in all clusters found in that LMA.
whereas size of cluster’s node is the aggregated no. of units in that cluster

4.2. SENA Education and knowledge creation cluster
This process's first level (intra-cluster perspective) results include 45 interactive network nodes highlighted in red, while nine of the Education cluster sectors are demonstrated in green. At first glance, it is essential to mention the core/periphery network formation level in both levels. It is well shown that the critical cities play a significant role in
the education knowledge diffusion while the small share of the others is neglectable. More
in detail, we can mention the degree of connection between "Other Education Means",
where primarily relies on the private universities and training centres and the two main
hubs of the Calabria region. To be more precise in this result, we can group the territory
into two vividly separated boundaries where the Cosenza and Reggio Calabria as the primary hosts of the Calabrian Universities are located, not only university studies but the
research sector both complicated/software of the knowledge creation are well connected
to them however the Cosenza has strong connection even with other components of the
Education clusters.
Figure 4. SENA Education and knowledge creation cluster in Calabria in 2013. Pink nodes =
LMAs, and Green nodes = sectors. The size of the LMA node reflects the total no. of units in all
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sectors found in that LMA. Whereas the size of the sector’s node is the aggregated no. of establishments in the corresponding sector.

Lastly, for this subchapter, we can stress the digitalization, the high accessibility of online
education even before the Pandemic leads the "Other Education" sector to the top rank of
this cluster [92] where even the weakest points of this network have some degree of connection to this service. However, contrary to this, the rest of the cluster members are not
well performed in network expansion and hub creation.
4.3. SENA Emerging industries: Blue Growth
In the last part of this chapter, we investigate the forecasting model for the Blue
Growth as one of the emerging industries. The primarily generated graph demonstrates
the LMA(s) on the horizontal line; hence an arc of contributing clusters has sounded the
region. More precisely, clusters are selective compared to the base economy definition.
Thus, this a-dimensional modelling tends to characterize the degree of relevance between
the regional preparedness for the transition and the share of each cluster as a critical mass
(as one of the cluster strength indicators in specialization). As elaborated earlier, marine
life, economy and growth is essential property of the Calabria. The Service sectors in different clusters are creating the backbone for the future of the Blue Growth industries,
which can translate as a trend from production to service economy. As illustrated in the
network (See Figure 5), the next step for digitalization will surely pass through the ecodigitalization of services. Another exciting fact harvested from this complex structure is,
However, Cosenza is considered a hinterland territory, but services' agglomeration made
these LMAs the central hub. The variety of the sectors (high number of the contributors)
and the homogeneity in the nodes' degree (representing the level of connection) is considered close to a statistically normal distribution, which can be interpreted as a state in
which the network is ready to emerge. The environmental service sectors are fully integrated into the system, demonstrating a more interactive, eco-friendly future of this class
of industries.
All in all, in this network, it is obvious that emerging industries are the most competitive arena where, However, even more than half of the cluster sectors remain deactivated.
However, diversification plays a critical role in the innovation ecosystem. In other words,
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the more diversification in this structure, it is easier to capture a higher level of transition
waves, thus better performance.
This model is still on the first step for simulation, forecasting and policy estimation
frameworks where we can vigorously investigate the future of the complex transition scenarios at the city level; as mentioned in the first chapter, it is essential to respond to the
global transition requirements in local (city) level in thus, having a new perspective to
cross-sectorial future industries those forming critical mass for megatrends is essential.
Figure 3. SENA network of all clusters that are contributed to form Blue Growth (BG). The circle on the left shows sectors that shape
Blue Growth industries. The other circles identify the clusters in which BG’s sectors are from. Horizontal line is the LMAs in a region

5. Conclusions
Tables are weak in demonstrating the relations and dynamics between the components in a complex system. Therefore, there is a need for another modelling framework
that can better capture these relations and their structure. The more complex the system
becomes, the more integral the network becomes in order to accommodate this complexity. This paper targets exploration of the networking analysis techniques potentials in the
economic geography for exploring the complexity of context to face an inclusive transition. We saw how the regions' LMAs (as a proxy for local units) and clusters (as a proxy
to innovation economy sectors) are integrated and evaluated the level of preparedness of
the context (See Figure 3). In a more specific approach, we evaluated the Education network (See Figure 4) as a proxy to the knowledge and research infrastructure of the region;
in this way, we examined the competency of the cluster sectors and the connection between cities benefiting the proximity thanks to the sharing same sector employees. We
observed the core-periphery image of the network even at the local level, which calls for
an inclusive transition to avoid a new era of disparities. We investigate a novel approach
to the innovation economy to see how far we can go with networks and to what extent we
can get a network of complex systems, emerging industries. Emerging industries arise
from clusters as a consequence of megatrends. They were formed from the most vital sectors in each cluster that could compete globally. Network analysis allows us to visualize
this formation and put together 15 clusters to see which sectors were considered more
innovative and competitive. (See Figure 5) Proposed Networking analysis methods do not
only act as a graph to illustrate a phenomenon but, as demonstrated earlier, are a way to
form a complex model. The model has the ability to perform dynamic reactions to realtime data; it follows the complex theory and fits the non-linearity of the system. Networking analysis has the potential to overlap layers (different annotation for a node in various
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coordination) and create multi-variant functions. Due to the nature of the innovation economy and the evolutionary transition, it has probabilistic results for a large number of applications.
In sum, Networks are an appropriate conceptualization of inter-organizational interaction and knowledge flows. We claim that spatial economic network analysis (SENA) for
clusters is a promising tool for future directions in regional research. We believe that in
order to understand complex economic networks, one should start with the visualization
of the network itself. The visualization of cluster networks is helpful for the management
of firms and cluster policies. Our study tried to quantify the structural complexity of the
industry clusters and emerging industries in Calabria.
Moreover, networks help to highlight patterns in the data visually. When the nodes
are geographically mapped, the interpretation of the networks is enhanced because, for
instance, geographic clusters become immediately spottable. Weighted and Bipartite networks help us to allow different node types in the same network and customize the resulting visualization [94]. As in the recent decade, elaboration in computer science and
human studies upsurge of interest in the dynamics of networks has been experienced. we
examined in our study, but not included in this paper, the intr-organizational interactions
and their evolution over time (7 years) and see how the network changed dynamically.
We believe spatial network analysis helps predict/highlight different levels of Hubs which
reveals the way hubs, markets, and their borders are entangled with one another [99].
For future development, we see that understanding the performance of the industry
clusters could be well examined if we add different aspects. For example, they are investigating the innovative behaviour of a cluster of investments trend. Following this point,
Multilayer networks or Multiplex networks would be our next step of analyzing and understanding clusters and firms in a region. The following steps could highlight the AI role
in this algorithm, forecasting the coupling nodes, the spatial dimension of possible network failure, and the opportunities to develop new sectors for emerging industries reveals. First, a proper model for implementing a policy is critical to estimating, evaluating,
and monitoring the outcomes. Network modelling could innovatively play this rule to
illustrate and compare the dynamics benefiting from rich literature of statistical analysis
of networking data (more than 400 literature highlighted the statistical analysis of network). Third, comparing the future trend with the existing scenario help planners to have
a real-time estimation for their decisions. Discovering novel indices based on the network
formation leads the urban planning strategies agile enough to respond to the technological shifts towards post-carbon transition.
To build smart cities that can leverage the full potential of innovation for residents'
well-being and foster inclusive growth, all levels of government should leverage digitalization to deliver more efficient, sustainable, affordable, and comprehensive local services.
To prepare for a sound transition, digitalization should follow its context-specific factors.
The one size made remedy will not be effective, and the fundamental for this achievement
is understanding the complexity. The complexity neither can be reduced nor neglected
but absorbing the dimensions requires a holistic perspective. An inclusive action plan
where no one is left behind and forecasting the future struggles to invest wisely, estimate
justly and compare rationally. City as a living environment cannot be dealt with as a unilateral builtscape. The city in the transitional phase has already become an era for diversity; as mentioned in this paper, every local unit contributes to the sector (economic agent)
to influence the whole network and host the transition. Due to this fact, multidisciplinary
planning plays a critical role. As mentioned earlier, this research paper is the first step to
sketch a new perspective for inclusive urban planning to pay off its contributions to the
ecosystem. Furthermore, the networking analysis is a novel instrument yet to calibrate,
adopt and redesign for new scenarios in urban transition modelling. Therefore, AI can be
involved in this area of research where we can run complex calculus algorithms to create
indices.
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In this paper, we illustrated and analyzed different types of economic networks. We
consider the visualization of economic networks to be helpful for the investigation of companies and industry clusters in their context and their relation to it. Furthermore, such a
visualized network will be helpful to highlight the potential of the developing regions,
which will help attract new investors.
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